#MENORAHFUTURES
FLOURISHING IN THE FUTURE: THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE
These pages try to bring #menorahfutures to life, and to the whole Community - to engage,
consult & create discussion. This is a starting point. Nothing is decided. Indeed, nothing may
happen; unless the Community wants it. Please take part in any way you can and want to.
Over the next months, 5 groups, each broadly running with one of the proposed strategies, are
being set up to help create and lead events, notice boards, virtual spaces, activities and
conversations, in local areas and at Menorah, at convenient times, all to involve as many people
as possible, especially those not often at Menorah. All details will be on the website (under
“Community”). One-to-one meetings can also be arranged. Please offer or ask anything, at
#menorahfutures@menorah.co.uk or on Twitter*: @menorahfutures.
Menorah, one of Britain’s largest progressive Jewish communities, has spent most of its life growing into the
beating heart that helps define the vibrancy of Jewish life in South Manchester and far beyond. Our services and
wider programme appeal increasingly to the broader Jewish Community of which we are a part. Yet, as the world
around us evolves, Menorah needs to evolve too.
Failure to plan is planning to fail and so the Community’s leadership, Menorah’s Board, has tried to take a good
look at where we are, where we are trying to get to and the best way to get there. “There” is to keep on providing
a joyful home and inclusive and progressive Community, meeting aspirations of Jewish identity and spirituality.
The work raises many questions, on which there will be many views. That is the purpose of this document: to seek
your view, widen the discussion and encourage as many inputs as possible from as wide a circle as possible.
Please join in. Members are being asked to make their presence, views and opinions heard, at meetings, on
Twitter and everywhere else - especially the under-55s that make up the majority of our members.

MENORAH TODAY
Menorah is in good health. Whilst many Jewish communities are struggling, Menorah is holding its own: a
vibrant and successful Community with a shared sense of Jewish belonging, religious and secular. It provides
the basic Jewish rites of passage, regular services and a wide variety of successful events and activities.



However, membership is ageing and leaders are not being easily replaced. Volunteers, on which virtually
every aspect of the Community depends, are disproportionately older, and are stretched. Vital duties include
helping with Kiddushim on Shabbat, leading a wide number of secular clubs and other activities, the security
rota, supporting the Cheder and providing care in the community to those ill or with other needs.



Menorah’s members are diverse: including geographically and on religiosity. The Community is welcoming,
e.g. on conversion and sexuality (supporting gay marriage) and political views (with a broad range of opinions
on Israel). The overwhelming connection seems to be the yearning for a loose but strong Jewish identity.



“Millenials” (born c1982 to 2000) and “Generation X” (born in 60s & 70s) have been much-discussed. They are
drivers of society today, but not yet of Menorah. Things like greater mobility, individualism, general
fragmentation, the general decline of religion in the West and more intermarriage are already impacting
Menorah, and will do so increasingly.



The fact that Menorah has disproportionately few younger members and leaders may just be par for the
course: life-cycle events like marriage and Bnei-Mitzvah will bring people in when the time is right. Or, it may

* Download Twitter on any Smartphone, tablet or home computer. Search for “@menorahfutures. Follow, then tweet to start a dynamic conversation
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Here are some of the things #menorahfutures (#mf) has - so far - told us about the Community today.

be part of a deeper disengagement which means that with ever more options now making joining a
Synagogue ever less the norm, Menorah’s ranks may thin and not be renewed.


Menorah’s finances may also need more consideration. As of today, like most similar organisations, we are
highly-dependent on membership fees for almost all our income. We may, over time, want to mitigate this by
building up other income streams, including through events and better utilisation of our wonderful building.



Menorah has a strong pool to fish in for potential new and younger members. It seems well-placed between
an orthodoxy edging to the right, and assimilation devoid of spirituality and tradition in an accessible form.
There is increasing participation in Menorah events by non-members, although Menorah’s profile in the
broader Jewish community, and also the Movement for Reform Judaism we belong to (MRJ), remains muted.



In sum, Menorah is a strong, vibrant and diverse Community. However, societal forces may be working
against its long-term sustainability and we may want to put in place strategies that anticipate this by trying
hard to grow membership now whilst it is possible and seeking to look towards what a future Jewish
Community like ours may look like as a means to attract more people to it and engage more of our members.

MENORAH TOMORROW
#mf has crystallised some thinking that Menorah’s name and aim may be rather stuck in an earlier era. It may be
the right time to update the name we refer to ourselves with and so change the general use of “Menorah
Synagogue” (main title) and “Cheshire Reform Congregation” (subsidiary title). These may be seen by many to
limit the scope of what we do.
It has been tentatively suggested that the time may be right to set out what we’re about in a modern way, with a
Vision and Objectives the Board can work towards achieving on the Community’s behalf.
As to exactly what the Name, Vision and Objectives should be, that is clearly something for widespread
consideration and debate over time. These discussions will not be without many different views, but on balance it
was thought this a healthy debate for us to have. Here is what has initially come out:

Name
“Menorah Jewish Community”
Vision
Menorah exists to provide an inclusive, progressive and joyful Jewish community through
Reform Judaism and liberal, egalitarian principles.
Menorah will turn its values into actions, such as community support, social justice and
welcoming the stranger: kehillah ve tikkun olam.
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Menorah will continue to develop further a varied and evolving programme, virtual and
physical, religious and secular, appealing to members, potential members and the wider
Jewish community.
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Menorah’s vision is of a vibrant Community that celebrates Jewish identity through life’s
important milestones and those of the Jewish calendar.

GETTING THERE
So now the big question, which is: apart from changing the words we live (and sing) by, what are we actually
going to do? This, after all, was the original purpose of #mf: not to see things simply happen to us but to set a
strategy to steer the Community towards the vibrant and sustainable future it wants.
Strategies are hard; actions harder still. It has been stressed that we need to resist the temptation to try and do
everything. Instead, #mf is best if very focused, on a series of connected strategies to help realise our Vision.
That is what is set out here: rather than vague ideas, tangible strategies are offered up as a basis for
consideration. The intention is to try and engage as many people as possible. Not just those that are highly active,
but also those less so and those not at all. We will do our best to reach everyone. See the details at the top of P1
for next steps, and you can also get involved with #menorahfutures on Twitter, or see the website (under
“Community”) or weekly Shavuon emails. The proposed strategies are around:

(1) Services/Events
(2) Care & Support
(3) Leadership
(4) Membership
(5) Communications

1. The Services/Events Strategy
This would build on Menorah’s biggest strength: enriching our relationship with and experience of Judaism,
including through education, the hallmark of Judaism. Menorah will continue to bring lifelong learning and
spirituality from Judaism, from Cheder to adult education. It is hoped that a significant part of the current and
future programme enables people to experience the very best of what progressive Judaism has to offer, bringing
the vitality many of us want from Judaism and the common bonds and Jewish identity that are the foundation of
what brings people to Menorah. With numbers attending secular activities outweighing those at services, it is
clear Menorah’s Jewish feeling of belonging is beyond a narrow religious definition. Its programme embraces this,
building on that vibrancy.
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Would we like more experimentation at our religious services ?
While Menorah will certainly continue to provide the basic Jewish rights of religious passage, is a foundation
of the Menorah Community increasingly becoming a hub of the wider variety of expressions of Judaism that
we are recognised and celebrated for ?
Should our building be evolved to recognise this, e.g. by converting the library to a contemporary cafe space ?
To what degree should activities and the Board’s focus define success through our values, e.g. a measured
increase in the feelings of community (kehillah), increase in care and support for members and others
(gemilut chasadim) and support for social justice (tzedakah) ?
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2. The Care and Support Strategy
This would build on good work being done in addressing (growing) need, within the
Community and more widely.




Is more professionalism required in this area ?
If so, what is the feeling about e.g. intensifying co-operation with organisations like the Fed, perhaps finding
ways to share our space, especially in the daytime, improving utilisation of the building to mutual benefit ?
Given dependence on volunteering, how can members be encouraged to do more ? Should we pay for more
employees, or create a commitment to volunteer in some way twice a year as an obligation of all members ?

3. The Leadership Strategy
Renewing the leadership, with enthused people and supportive structures, all working to a
common purpose, may not get pulses racing, but is a vital pillar of success. Several ideas have
emerged that warrant discussion.









A system informally exists whereby each area of Menorah life, like Security, Services, Shofar and Membership
has a leader, but it is messy and may want rationalisation. Should Portfolios be led by “teams of 3”, meaning a
leader with their predecessor and deputy (presumed successor), bringing continuity and support ?
Should Menorah be led by an Executive Team, e.g. of the key Portfolio Leaders, e.g. Chair, Finance &
Fundraising, Membership, Services/Events, Youth, Care & Support and Communications, with the Rabbi
Like the Chair, should key roles on any Executive Team be a two-year commitment, agreed at each AGM ?
Currently, apart from administrators, Menorah is run by volunteers. No-one is tasked with day-to-day, weekto-week implementation of a strategy. An organisation of our size, with a growth agenda may, in today’s
professional world, succeed more with a paid Executive Director post - taking care that nurtures and
maximises members’ own leadership, drawing out more energy & activism, not replacing it ? Do you agree ?
If we did, should we be looking for an ED accomplished in modern communications, to up Menorah’s game ?
Should Menorah have a Youth Board, to help build Menorah’s future leaders and take responsibility e.g. for a
new ceremony at 16 and to consider and lead a drive to build a Menorah Youth Club ?

4. The Membership Strategy: “Project 1000”
With an ageing profile, Menorah needs more members. Success for this strategy is what it says on the tin: 1000
adult members. Together with slowly developing alternative financial models, this should help secure our future.






Should Menorah be openly working hard to bring in new members, e.g. targeting students, those new to
Manchester and those in “satellite communities” ?
Should Menorah be slowly moving to a more varied income base, e.g. more hiring out of the building ?
Should non-members be charged at events, e.g. pay-as-you-go that counts towards future membership ?
Does Menorah need to strengthen its offer for families with children ?
Should fundraising, e.g. for a Menorah Youth Club, be encouraged/prioritised, including legacies, including for
naming rights for major donations (which Menorah currently considers above a defined threshold) ?

5. The Communications Strategy



Is better communication - it might even be called marketing - key to making more of Menorah’s multitude of
activities, for members, to attract others, to services, events and recruitment ?
Is it a good moment to refresh our “brand”, signalling the start of a new chapter of Menorah’s story ?
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The broad view is that Menorah is not cutting edge in its communication with members and others,
felt most keenly by Millenials and Generation X-ers, who often hang back and are less vocal and involved.

